Physiologically motivated individual loudness model for normal hearing and hearing impaired listeners.
A loudness model with a central gain is suggested to improve individualized predictions of loudness scaling data from normal hearing and hearing impaired listeners. The current approach is based on the loudness model of Pieper et al. [(2016). J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 139, 2896], which simulated the nonlinear inner ear mechanics as transmission-line model in a physical and physiological plausible way. Individual hearing thresholds were simulated by a cochlear gain reduction in the transmission-line model and linear attenuation (damage of inner hair cells) prior to an internal threshold. This and similar approaches of current loudness models that characterize the individual hearing loss were shown to be insufficient to account for individual loudness perception, in particular at high stimulus levels close to the uncomfortable level. An additional parameter, termed "post gain," was introduced to improve upon the previous models. The post gain parameter amplifies the signal parts above the internal threshold and can better account for individual variations in the overall steepness of loudness functions and for variations in the uncomfortable level which are independent of the hearing loss. The post gain can be interpreted as a central gain occurring at higher stages as a result of peripheral deafferentation.